
ADVENTURE DRIVEN™

TOUGHNESS, REFINED

QF MITSUBISHI PAJERO SPORT MY21



Tough Trails. Pajero sport prevails
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With high approach angles and rigid strength, this bar allows you 
to challenge the tough terrain and fit out all the accessories you 
need to conquer your next journey. 

Available in our durable satin textured powder coat or they can 
be colour matched to suit your vehicle. 

From Dakar to the Outback, Pajero has redefined the 4WD since 
1983. Designed to dominate the grueling Dakar Rally, Pajero 
prevails over the toughest trails with bold styling that stands out 
wherever you are. Fitted with the refined Opposite Lock Bull Bar 
along with a wide range of vehicle specific accessories, you too 
can take your Pajero Sport on the adventure of a lifetime. From 
the suburban streets to touring and towing, or even a proper 
bush bash, Opposite Lock has the gear to get you there and  
back again.

general product 
information
Date of Launch: March 2021

Part Number: OL125MPS20

Product Name: Opposite Lock Premium Bull Bar – Nissan Patrol

Model’s compatibility: Pajero is; GLX GLS & Exceed

Colours Available: Standard Matte Black, colour matched at 
additional cost

Warranty: 2-year Nationwide Warranty

Approximate weight: 70KG

Approximate length added to vehicle: 180mm



BAR BENEFITS
The Opposite Lock Bull Bar has evolved to travel every journey 
– from day-to-day driving to tackling some of the most extreme 
adventures.
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Driving light mounts are compatible 
with all major brands

The location of the winch and fairlead 
has been designed with accessibility for 
when you need it most.  The low winch 
mount allows for optimum vehicle 
recovery and is built to suit a wide range 
of popular winch models

Disclaimer: Underbody Protection Not Included

Hi lift jack points conveniently located 
under the overriders for stability and 
strength

Three CB aerial mounts, ideal for UHF, 
Phone Aerial and Sand Flag - two 
located on the passenger side, one 
located on the driver’s side – with each 
mount utilising a quick fit cut out so 
additional accessories can be easily 
installed later

Recessed LED indicators are packaged 
with the bar and designed to reduce 
the risk of damage

Optional directional lighting which 
can be ordered and fitted to the bar to 
replace the OEM light
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ACCESSORISE 
YOUR RIDE
Opposite Lock have all the accessories to make it your 
adventure. We can supply and fit the right gear from the best 
brands, backed by our nationwide warranty! 

If you are looking for creature comforts, or the gear to help you 
conquer the off-road track, the Opposite Lock team will help 
you build the car for your next Adventure Driven experience.

A. GME 4wd Pack

B. Rhino Rack Backbone system and Platform

C. Opposite Lock Awning 

D. Ultra vision Driving Lights

E. Kingone Winch

F. Tough Dog Suspension Lift

WHAT GEAR’S ON 
THE PAJERO SPORT?

Designed to fit perfectly to your Mitsubishi’s factory 
mounting points. Rhino-Rack backbone will help distribute 
the weight of your luggage evenly across the body of your  
Pajero Sport

Opposite Lock Awnings are waterproof, UV protected 
and come sealed safely in a heavy-duty nylon reinforced 
PVC bag. They are perfect for creating a shelter from the 
elements. All awnings come with 5v LED lighting strip and 
mounting brackets 

Ultra vision Driving lights are made 
in Australia and are designed and 
built for some of the toughest 
environments on earth and come  
with a 5-year warranty 

Tough Dog suspension is made and 
tested here in Australia. Providing the 
comfort through the week and the ride 
height when it counts

Feel safe and secure while pushing the 
limits, knowing the KING ONE winch is an 
excellent recovery tool for the stickiest of 
situations

UHF Packs give you the ability to go anywhere and be 
confident in your ability to communicate with those  
around you 



@oppositelock4wd 

@oppositelock4x4

Oppositelock.com.au | 1800 624 444

About Opposite Lock
Opposite Lock is a 4x4 accessories retailer that provides 
consumers with a range of the best brands, quality fitting,  
full aftersales service, and peace-of-mind from their nationwide 
warranty’s. Supported by a team of trusted 4x4 Specialists with 
expert product knowledge and best in class service to provide 
their customers with the best off-road experience possible. 


